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ABSTRACT 
Since its first discussion by Y. R. Chao in the early 20th century (1933, 1968), 
the phenomenon he referred to as “successive tonal addition” has been highly 
controversial. According to Chao, this intonation phenomenon expresses 
different moods and attitudes and manifests itself as rising and falling, non-
lexical, pitch-movements added to the lexical contours of utterance-final 
syllables. Due to the lack of technological means at the time Chao could offer 
no instrumental evidence for his claims. Since 2004, numerous falling and 
rising pitch-phenomena reminiscent of Chao’s “successive tonal additions” 
have been observed by this author, who refers to  “utterance-final edge tones” 
(Ju wei jiayin ) (Mueller-Liu 2004, 2006, 2008). 
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Expanding these earlier publications and containing new, hitherto 
unpublished data, this paper is a detailed account of the author’s findings, 
including acoustic analyses of these pitch-phenomena and a conscientious 
description of their attitudinal messages and the discourse contexts in 
which they are found. The similarities and differences between falling 
and rising edge tones and Chao’s falling and rising “successive tonal 
additions” are also discussed in detail.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 In a tone language like Mandarin Chinese (MC), pitch, “captured 
for use in the phonemic system” (Ladd 1996: 1), does not easily lend 
itself to the signalling of modality and attitude – messages which in non-
tonal languages like English, German and Dutch are among the long-
established and widely-researched functions of intonation (Crystal 1969; 
O’Connor and Arnold 1973; Cruttenden 1986, Tench 1996;  Pheby 1975; 
Fox 1984; Féry 1993; Grabe 1998; Grice and Baumann 2002; 
Gussenhoven 1987; Gussenhoven and Rietveld 1988). For a long time the 
existence of intonation in Chinese was in doubt, as linguists struggled to 
understand how lexical and intonational pitch-movements could co-exist 
without distorting tonal contours beyond recognition (X. N. Shen 1990; 
Wu 2000). First indications as to how this might work were presented by 
Y. R. Chao (1933), whose model of MC intonation (Chao 1968) laid the 
foundation of the research in progress today. The MC intonation system 
which is unravelling as a result shows both similarities as well as marked 
idiosyncrasies, as compared to those of non-tonal languages (Kratochvil 
1998; Wu 2000; Cao 2004a, 2004b).  
 Chao’s model of MC intonation (1933, 1968) consisted of four 
phenomena based on pitch, signaling modal and attitudinal meanings: 
global pitch- and pitch-range variation, local pitch-range variation and 
two types of local, utterance-final, pitch-variation called “tonal addition” 
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